An error matrix equation based on error matrix theory was presented in previous research of the error-eliminating theory. The purpose of solving the error matrix equation is to create a decision support on how to switch from bad to good status. A matrix based on error logic is used to express current status u, expectant status u 1 and transformation matrix T.
Introduction
The truth is always expected; however, error should be avoided and eliminated firstly in order to seek truth. On the one hand, it should be known why and how the error arises with the aim of avoiding and eliminating errors; on the other hand, it should be known how to eradicate it when error appears. Moreover, within a faultless system, proposition and decision can also be naturally transferred into being defective in normal conditions, because of the passage of time, changes in natural conditions, or development of science. So, errors are required to be eliminated continuously.
Chinese scholar Professor Guo Kaizhong has found the error-eliminating theory since the 1980s, and has taken the study of error to a new level.
The error-eliminating theory is an emerging subject, which is used to study error elimination [1] . The theory of error-eliminating defines the objective system, in which one error factor at least is included to characterize and eliminate errors. Error setting could be termed as
As mentioned in the book "Theory of Error Sets" [2] , all unary or multiple error sets have been defined in error matrix.
In the book "Error Logic" [3] , every element   is the characteristic of the described objects;
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G t are decision rules. As shown in the above function, object   u x and rule U are set as independent variables. In addition to this, Guo Kaizhong, Liu Shiyong and Li have studied Logical relationship among various types of error logical words.
Xilin [8] [9] [10] have studied the solution of equation XA = B, in which a containing-type error matrix, such as XA  B, was found to be more suited for analyzing the actual question. In this paper, it is attempted to solve the containing-type error matrix in order to seek new ways of error-elimination.
Error Matrix Equation

Equational-Type Error Matrix Equation
In the previous research, all of the error matrix equations have been classified into two types (see Table 1 ). There are five kinds of equations in each type. Meanwhile, there are three constraints on the solution of the equation: The first is an objective condition, named "kg"; the second is a stipulation that has been confirmed, named "rw"; the third is the restriction of requirement, named "xq".
In common situations, these three restrictions above can be shown by certain sets. The factors in the matrix and the solving of the matrix equations are also measured in a certain set. Therefore, we can use the intersection method of solving sets which includes the matrix equation and ignores these three restrictions in solving the process.
Containing-Type Error Matrix Equation
In order to analyze practical issues, we propose a containing-type error matrix equation (see Table 2 ).
Solving a Containing-Type Error Matrix Equation
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i.e., according to the corresponding factors in these two matrixes, the equations below are obtained: tion of minimization.
In fact, the equation sets above are not irrelevant. After calculation, the factors of matrix can compose a complete proposition. This can be defined as , , , , , , , 
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" means a complete matrix element composition can be composed after calculating. The methods of composing are decided according to the specific situation. One way is the multiplication of m × 7-order error matrix, from which is composed a new error set or error logical proposition by using each parameter from calculation to be the corresponding parameter. ; 2  1  2  1  1  2  2  1 , , ,
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There are equations: , , , , below.
Based on the error matrix equation, which is a kind of mathematical tool to be used to describe error itself and the transformation rules of errors, this paper proposes a new kind of error matrix equation named "containingtype error matrix equation". The method of solving, existence and form of solution for this type of equation have been presented in this paper. Our research provides a new method of decision making.
